In 2012, an approved Niko Home Control installer was approached by a property developer to provide a smart home solution for a 10,000 + square foot luxury residence, overlooking the Gower coastline.

Attention to detail was required with no compromises on quality. Following an initial meeting with the client, Niko Home Control was chosen as the control solution enabling superior control of the lighting and heating systems. The installer planned, designed and installed every aspect of the system from start to finish.

The project included complete electrical design and installation and as approved installers of Niko Home Control they decided this was the best option for controlling all lighting and heating. Niko’s smart home technology allows for a fantastic range of lighting configurations, which can enhance individual rooms and their purpose.

What’s more, a high tech security system was installed to ensure the safety of the luxury property’s residents, at all times.

In addition to the Niko system, the approved installer included a state of the art home cinema room featuring Bowers & Wilkins & REL speakers. The whole house was fitted with Sonos audio distribution through Bowers & Wilkins in-ceiling speakers.

Finally, the team installed wireless networking and wall mounted TV’s throughout the house.

The installer also installed a Full HD matrix distribution system as well as Freeview and a satellite distribution system.

Working closely with a lighting designer, the team installed a comprehensive lighting system throughout the house using Collingwood, Elstead and Philips fixtures.
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